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Abstract:
In this talk I will present a grammar for a robust class of data types --- including ADTs, nested types, GADTs, and their higher-kinded analogues --- and argue that all of the data types this grammar defines have endofunctor initial algebra semantics when the category C interpreting types is locally presentable. The key insight is that GADTs and their higher-kind analogues are underspecified by their syntax, and that, in locally presentable categories, left Kan extensions can be used to propagate a data type's syntactic generators across the entire universe of types in such a way that its associated type constructor is completed to a proper endofunctor on C with a canonical action on morphisms. Since local presentability is needed to derive initial algebra semantics just of standard ADTs, our analysis shows that no additional categorical structure beyond that needed for ADTs is needed to support initial algebra semantics for the more advanced data types generated by our grammar. Our analysis also derives a precise measure of the semantic complexity of each data type generated by our grammar, given by the least cardinal lambda for which its underlying functor is lambda-accessible. When lambda is omega, this measure characterizes those data types whose data elements are effectively enumerable. This talk reports on joint work with Andrew Polonsky.
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